It makes no difference how long you have been rolling around with this planet, you can always learn new things. A long career allows for meeting all kinds of people, from those who dig in the mud for shellfish to those who run international corporations. The benefit is that if one wants to maintain a career, they need to participate in the process. That opens the doors to many fascinating things.

This year it becomes my turn, thanks to those of you who elected me, to carry the torch for the U.S. Chapter of the World Aquaculture Society. The U.S. Aquaculture Society, whether you realize it or not, has a real mission. It is “to provide a national forum for the exchange of timely information among aquaculture researchers, students and industry members in the United States. To accomplish this mission, the USAS will sponsor and convene workshops and meetings, foster educational opportunities and publish aquaculture-related materials important to U.S. aquaculture development.’’

This mission seems lofty but it is quite attainable and actually one of the most basic human processes that we have: to share knowledge. From the time the first guy in a cave showed someone else how to make a fire to today, we are all on a similar path to share what we have learned to help those who are with us. We should realize that we are all one and what we have gained in knowledge is what we should share for the betterment of others. That knowledge hopefully will allow growers to raise fish and shellfish in an economically viable way while keeping the process environmentally responsible. This is not a lofty aspiration but simply being a good human being. We are so important in the progress of aquaculture.

Over the past few years, I have been privileged to participate in the USAS as a Director and then moving into this leadership role. This has not been done alone; the people who have gone before me, most recently Past-Presidents Kathleen Hartman and Mike Denson, have provided steady direction and dedication to show the path forward. We all share a belief that those who come after us will be those who will carry this Society and this area of research and production into the future. Much of what we discuss at the Board level relates to how we can have student members participate and be ready for whatever the future may bring for them and aquaculture.

This year’s Officers and Board is made up of great folks. Many of them I have known for years, all whom I trust implicitly to carry the torch of leadership forward.

There are some tasks that USAS will focus on in the coming year. When I was a Director about six years ago, I started a process to get more outside funding for students to participate in annual meetings by linking with outside companies to sponsor competitions for travel and scholarships. This has grown extremely well and we hope that these partnerships will continue. Student members should always seek out these travel funds because that will allow them to be part of the mission of USAS.

Dave Cline, one of my extension colleagues from Auburn University and our President-Elect, has worked diligently over the past few years as Vice-President with these outside funders to coordinate opportunities for student scholarship awards. That will now be handled by Angela Caporelli from Kentucy Department of Agriculture, our new VP, and her most capable hands. Dave will continue to work with Angela guiding the Awards Committee. Our treasury is exceptionally stable and has been watched over by Gulnihal (Rose) Ozbay from Delaware State and her committee. That financial strength will allow us to use these funds for the betterment of our members and the aquaculture industry itself. The officers and board have been working with Carol Mendoza from the WAS Home Office to reconfigure how USAS funds are invested so that we can use more of them to support our members in the future.

Under the most competent direction of Kwamena Quagrainie from Purdue University, our members will be called upon to keep the membership of USAS strong. I may sound like a renegade when I say this, but I feel that membership should not just be something to put on a resume. It should be something that really means that you BELONG to an organization…a great organization, consisting of like-minded professionals. There will be some great gifts given out to our members at last year’s annual meeting coordinated by Kwamena and his committee. He is leading the way to get a display created for a USAS booth that we will take to various meetings to promote the organization and build membership for those who want to BELONG!

As part of this process, USAS will be a major sponsor of the 11th International Conference on Recirculating Aquaculture at Virginia Tech in August 2016. This will be the first time for a student-run booth for the Society. We will be seeking out other regional conferences to support each year. If you are planning a good-size or even a state aquaculture meeting, please reach out to see if USAS can possibly support some of it.

The planning for Aquaculture America 2017 has begun under the most capable hands of two of our last Presidents, mentioned above, and Dave Strauss, a Board member from USDA-ARS. If you would like to participate, seek them out and either run a session or see if you can fit into an already scheduled session.

Those student members who are reading this should know that the Student Liaison, Evan Durland of Oregon State, and the Student Apprentice, Carter Ullman of Auburn, are spearheading the Student Activities and supporting the Student Subunit Committees. Bauuer Duke is chairing that Student Subunit Committee and trying to get participation from students around the country. Participating in what these committees do is the way for students to groom themselves for leadership roles in the Society and their professional careers. As Woody Allen said, “Showing up is 80 percent of life. Sometimes it’s easier to hide home in bed. I’ve done both.” But it usually works out better when you show up.

There are two more Directors already moving into helping out USAS: Eric Peatman at the School of Fisheries, Aquaculture and Aquatic Sciences at Auburn, and Allen Pattillo, an extension specialist at Iowa State. Eric is chairing the Publications Committee
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The Asian Pacific Aquaculture Conference and Exposition (APA16) took place from 26-29 April 2016 in Surabaya, East Java, Indonesia. The event was held at the Grand City Convention Center, which was a very welcoming venue for the conference and trade show.

APA16 featured ten concurrent sessions including technical sessions and a Shrimp Farmers Day. During the event, more than 450 oral presentations and posters were made. The trade show had over 220 booths that attracted over 4,000 attendees. APA 2016 had over 1,500 full conference attendees which made the record-breaking attendance for a WAS event at over 5,500 people from over 75 countries. In addition, the day before APA16, special annual Indonesian meetings, namely the Forum on Innovation of Aquaculture Technology (FITTA) and Indonesian Aquaculture (Indoaqua), were held.

Among the sessions of APA16, the special session of the Shrimp Farmers Day organized by the Indonesian Shrimp Club had the biggest attendance, with over 370 people. This can be understood because Asia is the largest producer of farmed shrimp, but it is still facing the problem to increase production, which is generally constrained by disease outbreaks. Therefore, Shrimp Farmers day in APA16 was attractive for many shrimp farmers to attend. They learned from invited speakers how to successfully farm shrimp, from hatchery to grow out. Invited speakers in this session were Dr. Craig Browdy, Dr. Farshad Sishehchian, Dr. Patrick Sorgeloos, Dr. Albert Tacon and Dr. Antonio Casia.

Asian Pacific Aquaculture 2016 was a great success, with record-breaking attendance for a WAS event, so discussions are already underway to hold the international meeting, World Aquaculture 2020, in Indonesia. Our next Asian Pacific Aquaculture Conference and Exposition will take place in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia on 25-27 July 2017.

— Endhay Kusnendar Kontara, President

There was a changing of the guard at the annual board meeting of the Asian Pacific Chapter in Surabaya. The incoming President, Dr. Endhay Kusnendar Kontara, is a Senior Researcher at Research and Development Center for Aquaculture, Ministry of Marine Affairs and Fisheries (MMAF). He has held several important positions at the Ministry of Marine Affairs and Fisheries (MMAF) during his time there and continues being a person of influence within Indonesia. Recently he was SEAFDEC Council Director for Indonesia and currently is actively involved as member of the Indonesian National Research Council, Ministry of Research and Technology, and Geographical Indication Expert Team, Ministry of Law and Human Rights.

He is one of the founders and Vice President of the Indonesian Aquaculture Society (IAS) and is joined by new President-Elect, Dr. Guillaume Drillet. Dr. Farshad Shishehchian moves to Past-President, having been the major driver of many facets of the APC for the last period. Roy Palmer retires from the board after involvement in many achievements since 2008.

Guillaume Drillet received a Young Elite Scientist Award from the Danish Ministry of Independent Research and is now based in Singapore working for DHI Water and Environment where he supported the development of the Ballast Water Technology and Innovation Center as well as the DHI Environmental Laboratories. He is currently Chairman of the important International Maritime Organization (IMO) committee on Ballast Water.

Dr. Patrick Sorgeloos (University of Ghent) and Dr. Endhay gave keynote presentations to the packed Grand City Hall at the Conference opening which followed the Welcome to Indonesia activities held on the previous evening.

— Roy Palmer, Director – APC
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and Allen is working hard with the Promotion and Membership Education Sub-Committee on webinars which USAS is sponsoring with the National Aquaculture Association.

The last area that should be mentioned deals with the transfer of information in a more social way. Bill Walton from Auburn, Dennis McIntosh from Delaware State, and Josh Patterson from University of Florida are working to boost the social media platforms for USAS. They are taking over USAS Facebook postings as well as starting up our Twitter (twitter.com/usaquasoc) and Instagram (www.instagram.com/usaquasoc/) accounts. Dave Chine is working with Mike Denson and me to make the new USAS website a better place to find information about aquaculture and the Society. We would greatly welcome any photos or content that you might want to share going through any of the social media outlets or onto the website.

To finish, the opportunity for me to serve as President of USAS is literally a capstone to my career of service to the commercial fishing and aquaculture industries. At this point in time, I’m supposed to have a vision for USAS. I do and it’s very simple: to have our members participate, one way or another, for the benefit of other members. I have worked in Extension since 1978 and have met thousands of great hardworking people from all sectors. But the dedication I see and hope to continue to see with those coming through their professional careers and USAS gives me great hope that aquaculture will continue to grow in the United States.

— Gef Flimlin, President